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The corpse and the body in Hollywood 
classical cinema 

The Bocly Snatcher (Val Lewton/Robert Wise, 1945) 

Vicente Sanchez-Biosca 

The corpse and the classical symbol 

I n Hollywood classical cinema, men and women died w ich their eyes closed . Who d id 
chey chink such a colossal falsehood could convince? Perhaps o nly children and idio rs, 
since ic contradicts the most elemental human experience. And nevertheless, for many 
long years no voices were heard sho uting and complaining in defense o f a more real istic 
death . And the fac t is, the question as to the cred ibility o f death in che classic cinema 
is no doubt w rongl y formulated. In Hollywood westerns, thr illers o r dramas, deach has 
a symbolic value. I t is a knoc in the sto r y that works as a piece o f know ledge that the 
swry distils, and thus, after breaking onto the scene, becomes metaphorized. The resul t 
o f a shooting, i t culminates by giv ing this a meaning: the p roduc t o f an ill-fated destiny, 
it converts into law and lesson for those who surv ive, and for the spectato r himsel f. It 
is true chat there is a dense instant, which is nor just anocher consequence o f the narrative 
si tuation that brings it about, and neither does ic let itsel f be absorbed by its results 
(vengeance, duels o r any o ther consequence). le does no t case doubt upon the p lenitude 
o f the ceremonial. With symbolized death, the wound, the loss, che memory, che end 
o f the threat , it is all over. There is no r, co put it o ne way, any p lace or rime fo r the corpse. 
If we think it over, closing the eyes is precisel y che mosc beauciful gescure that we can 
perform for our dead, bo th in order to represent the peace that we desire for chem, by 
making their death resemble a restoring sleep and to avoid the unbearable quality of • their 
look •. 

Well , the surprising thing about t11e classic poetic gesture is that it transfers chis 
ceremo nial, discrete and pure act from the hand o f the fellow man to that of enunciation , 
o r i f you prefer it ano ther way, classical cinema elides the ritual gesture and makes chis 
coincide w ith the very moment o f the death . Perhaps this ver y fact is w hat gi ves the last 
words o f the dy ing an unusual level o f truth that re fers to a register different from that 
which che same person used in his lifetime. His words, even those o f the greatest of v illains, 
are surrounded by che halo o f death w ith a magic glow: mychical words, we could say, 
more than sincere words. And th is density contributes co better perceiving the lack on 
which it was founded . What is in this ritual operatio n systematically elided , o r swlen , 
is whac remains left behind, heavy as a flagsto ne, as well we should know, after death 
has occurred: the stiff corpse. 

Well, it would indeed be unsuitable to conceive the representational economy o f classical 
ci nema in as far as sex and vio lence are invo lved, w ithout m edicating on the system of 
self censorship that ruled the destinies o f Hollywood for several decades: the Hays Code 
or Productio n Code. This code establishes a number of Do n 'ts and Be Carefu.l 's whose 
main aim is to hand le the extent lO which these two controversial aspects are represenrated 
narrative and visual awareness. It is well-known chat the intent o f the code in question 
is no t just co legislate with regard to what is shown (even when ir pucs such emphasis 



on this) but r:lther similarly extends to the evaluation of narrative questions and of their 
pragmatic function. It might be productive to stop looking at this code as a means for 
repressing things shown (in a merely prohibitive ideological sense) so we can instead unders
tand the term repression in the psychoanalytical sense as given by Freud, whose meaning 
proves to be far more productive. Put in this way, the purpo e of these rules and their 
effect vary radically. Allow us this slight detour. 

For Freud, repres ion (Verdrii11g1111g) is the basic mechanism of the unconscious and 
consists of the operation whereby the subject keeps representations linked to urges away 
from che unconscious. Bue, this operation cannot help leaving its traces, even ordering 
behaviour and, above all, the discourse of che subject since repression and the return 
of the repressed an: none other th:tn one and the same thing. Lacan states this most ex
p licit ly: •Verdrangung, repression , is no t the law of the misundcrst0od, it is what hap
pens when something docs not fit in on the level of the symbolic chain. Each symbolic 
chain lO which we are tied entai ls internal coherence, that at a given time forces us to 
return to another wbat we receioed. Still, it may happen chat it is not possible for us 
co return on all levels at the same time, and that, in other terms, the law is intolerable 
to u:.. 'ot because it is in itself. but rather because in the position in which we find 
our elves a sacrifice is implied that proves to be impossible on the plane of meanings. 
And then we repres : our acts, our speech , our behaviour. But the chain, in any event, 
goes on circulating down below, expressing its requirements, calling to attention the debt 
owed it, and it docs this by means of the intermediary of che neurotic symptom•.' 

The operation that is deduced from repression is thus perceptible in the discourse, 
it constitutes its fundamenta l axis, :md thus what is repressed fights to reappear in the 
chain of signifiers. \'(le cou ld conceive or what occurs with the I lays code in this way: 
its ruling, the obstacles that it imposes against display and narr~uion constitu te an opera
tion of repression that , in spite of it all , will not be able - it is its law- to prevent what 
is repressed, continually returning in elusive, metaphorical shapes. It is thus that a 
mechanbm of suggestions is generated that historiography denominates classic sense of 
sbame. Its basic instruments are noc :.o much suppression, (1hi is what would correspond 
in Freudian terminology to Venl'e1f1111g or foreclosure) as the starting up of the whole 
rhetorical r:lnge, preterition, ellipsi:-. and above all metonymy and metaphor, in order to 
cover up what cannot cease t0 be announced in spite of prohibitions. We cou ld affirm, 
in virtue of what we have said. that the lns1itu1ional Mode of Representation constiru1es 
the effect in the discourse (transformations, metaphors, meLOn)'mies, lito tes, ellipsis, etc.) 
of the prohibitions formulated or recommended in the Code of production. And since 
we arc dealing with rhetorica l figures, classical discourse would continually draw back 
the frontier, not so much in order to transgress the model (as would have been said some 
year:, ago with note of praise), as to establish this in che precarious position of rhetorical 
balance .. 

In M> far a:. horror films arc concerned, this effect muse be co nsidered around chree 
fundament:il figures: firstly place the metamorphosis understood as vio lence imposed o n 
the :-.hape!> o f imaginary human identification, and particularly a:. a momentary suspen
sio n of :.uch an anthropo logically decisive distinction as that between what is animal and 
what human. In this sense, and 10 take just one illustrative example, 1hc shame involved 
in the transformation of the woman into panther, that happens outside the visual field 
in Cat People, by Jacques 'lburneur. 1943, (and the correlative of m:1intaining che ambigui
ty up of the doubt as to whether she has been operated on or not) contrasts with its 
invasio n of the field and exhibition to everyone's gaze in all it:-. intermediate phases in 
the film with the same name (in fact a remake) by Paul chradcr, !>hot in 1982).; ccondly, 
the violence the human body i:, subjected to is restrained by an economy of movement 
(murder:-. out o f our wiew, m1:t0nymic effects from cause to effec t between the murder 
weapon and the wounded body). This is radically oppo:-.ed to the ritual of the knifing 
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and the axe blow in the modern gory spectacle. Lastly, during the classical period, the 
represemation of Gothic monstrosity held sway over the real monster. (Freaks, directed 
by Tod Browning in 1932, constitutes an exemplary case, but equally unusual : the domi
nant style has to be seen in the figures of Dracula, the ~lummy, the Wolf man, etc). Real 
monsters, coming from genetic experiments, biology or some kind of organic degenera
tion scemming from epidemics arc, on the contrar)•, the spoiled children of today's modern 
terror.• There can be no doubt, in this process that we arc chat quickly summing up, 
the ostracism of the corpse is also :1n effect of the discourse: buc the corpse in Hollywood 
films lives, though hidden aw:ty, in some pl:tcc beyond the death that gave birth to it, 
to use a paradox of language. 

The explosion of the corpse in modern horror films 

But indeed, what is a corpse? The biological support of what is human when life 
has ceased to inhabit it. But this nevertheless forces us to make a rectification: it is the 
chemical, material support, we should :.ay, getting rid of anything that refers to life. This 
is chcn something placed in the time elapsing beyond death, but closer to us than the 
ceremony that transforms the clcceascd into memory and symbol, that is to say, than what 
inscribes it in che chain of meaning, since it i:. well -known that humankind docs this 
when it buries its dead and thus immortalize them. The corp e, located between these 
two poincs in time, is presented as something crude, intolerable, hea,·y, in the same way 
a the dead body weigh more than a lh·e one. Well , whether one likes it or not , such 
an object never existed in its material '>ensc for clai.:.ical cinema, though doubtlcs ly clru.sical 
cinema did not in a certain way cc:ise to talk about death . This often became a catalyzcr 
for new emotions that clealt with it in the '>!Ory (vengeance, duels. apprenticeship), even 
when ics destinies ,·aricd between a -.taging of the wound (metaphorical) and an action 
caused by chis wound (metonymic). In through this crack chac is opened between full, 
pregnant symbolic death (which as we should quickly is not real death) and the testimony, 
the memory and the action or passion·effcct, modern horror films and their famasies 
find their way, broadening the gap more and more to the poinc of p:iroxysm. lo sum 
up, chc modern horror film has made the corpse one o f its most suspect delicacies, one 
of its mosr forthright and obscene exhibitions. 

We must for a moment :.tcp aside from wh:u che corpse was in che represented field 
- that is, a livt: body- and also set to one side what it was for che story - a narrative 
function, one of the supports from which knowledge was dealt with . Lt:t us consider, 
o n the other hand, its chemical aspect, where science offers us its icy answer. In thii. 
way death is presented tO us as the supreme cenainiy of biology, according co an incon
trovertible law: everything that lives must die, and, in a scientific scn e, death is simply 
che termination of cellu lar nutrition. As :.uch. it must he underscood as aucointoxication 
of the organism, being brought :ibout fatally by p:im, that is, by tearing the bod) ap:irt. 
In a technical sense. death could be said to be tero time for the corpse. 

It is not alt0gcthcr without intcreM to dc'>cribe the field in which modern horror 
films situate their fantasies with regard tC> the corp'>e. For this purpose we could refer 
to che different stages of the chemical process undergone by the dead body. 

Louis-Vincent Thomas distingubhe~ four of these: death, •carcassization•, putrefac
tion and mineralization.' It may prO\·c \'er} significative that modern horror films 
describes an itinerary that oscillates bel\\cen •carc:issi7~11ion • and putrefaction, taking no 
incerest in death nor in mineralization. The deficiency and disdain when dealing '' ith 
the first of these is exemplified in a p:iradox· the figure of the omnipresent psychopath. 
Incapable of dying, his resurrection:. arc muluplied in the face of all ,·erisimilitude at 
che same time :is the •Other• death. that of other persons, cums ouc to be as rlcntiful 



as it is lacki ng in imensity. imilarly, the sto r y itself suffers from the same awful illness 
and is shown to be incapable of dying away, proceeding to resurrections that contradict 
any kind of discursive logic.• In so far as mineralization i concerned, this represents a 
stage that is worthy of the human being in o far as the bod)' becomes a sort of archaeology 
that i deposited in memory and history with no material intervention of life. Perhaps 
for this reason, it offers such little visual interest. 

Why then should this putrefaction, this fearful binh of life after life, become the favorite 
motif of horror fi lms, even if its first object were the corpse. It would be sufficient , to 
respond to this question, LO direct our minds to the quantity of rituals that throughout 
history have auempted to eliminate or at lease to neurralize the irrecoverable effects of 
this stage, doubt lessly the most degrading one, of human decomposition . But at the other 
end, and as proof of the opposite argument, it may be remembered that a large pan of 
the perverse fantasies which literature has so o ften chosen are also found to lie around 
this stage of the corpse. The icily chemical description that Thomas offers may be of 
use to us to identif)' some of the most compulsive poles of attraction o f the cinema of 
terror : • It swells up in an inordinate way, and can attain twice its volume, especially the 
C)•clid~. the lips, the abdomen and the scrotum. It is repugnant due LO the brown coloured 
discharges, stinking and sickening, that come out of the nasal orifices, the mouth, the 
anus and m times from the cars. I! emits foul gases that carry the bac teria of pu trefaction. 
This phenomenon is given the name of postbumous circulation . The putrid fermentation 
docs indeed produce plcnriful water but also methane, carbon dioxide gas, nitrogen, am
monia, sulphurous hydrogen and trymethy laminc. These gases cause a swelling of the 
corpse, :tnd arc produced in such quantities chat if a release va lve is no t placed in the 
coffi n , there is a risk o f the latter's exploding. Lastly, it transforms the flesh , already soft 
and weak , into fetid, diffusing and rouen looking masses, wi1h colo rs that go from a free 
bronze weft to a yellowish b rown, then on to green, and afterwards going to black with 
plates o f grqr black chat contrast with the white mould•.-

This detailed approach to the real nature of decomposition, guided by an unambiguous
ly scientific frame of mind , has become imaginary speculation in horror films. Or, to put 
it in 01her words, modern terror films amplify the details here described to the point 
of provoking revulsion.A Three fa tes seem to embody this imaginary projection of what 
science describes with the cold nature of a su rgeon in the quote above: first l y, 1hc cons
tant exhibitio n of corpses in a state of putrefaction and their different stages of transfor-
1rn11ion (that docs no t in any way imply their state of death - this being extremely impor 
tant). Pu trefaction has been freed, in this sense, from its dependence o n 1he medical death 
of the organism. For this reason we find such general p resence of the paradox of the 
live corpse or the undead. The films of the living dead by George A. Romero, 1hc remake 
made by ·1om avini , as well as Lucio Fulci's excessive sequels, are 1he perfect expression 
of what we arc mentioning. ccondly, the appearance of cannibalism, o ften di tanr from 
any anthropological consideration. Like all alibis, it could be said that • flesh attracts flesh .. 
Tobe I l ooper's mythical films, starting with the Texas Chainsaw Massacre, litcralizc the 
ostensible •human butchery• metaphor, as is the case in some pieces of culinary sarcasm 
by Jackie Kong or Peter Jackson. Thirdly, the dismembering and loss of unifying forms 
of the body, the ones that are used to recognize this as something human and that suscain 
the founding image of its gestalt unity, the source of narcissism. Many fi lms by David 
Cronenberg proverbially represent this case, that in ano ther text we called the · fall of 
the body•. Do we need to add that we arc now beyond the limit in which desire can 
act? These bodies arc completely dc-eroticizcd.• 
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The corpse in classical cinema: the limits of an absence 

We affirmed above that classical cinema igno red the corpse in a strict sense. But this 
affirmation is at least a little inaccurate. It would thus be fi lling to inuoduce some nuance 
that could beuer determine the loopho les and limits o f this law, that is, the discursive 
operation to which we alluded above, and its rhetorical figures that p lay on the boun
daries. Even though our anal ysis i centred on Tbe Body Snatcb er (Robert Wise, 1945) 
it wou ld no t be out o f p lace to introduce a quick reference to ano ther of the mychical 
films within the modest B series o f Ho ll ywood 's fantastic genre, namely Frankenstein 
Oames Whale, 1932). Bo th these films arc representative o f each o f che most relevant cycles 
of B series films o f the thirties ;rnd forties (Carl Laemmic for Universal and Val Lewton 
for R.K.0. respec tively). Also the novelistic sources (Mary Shelley in the first case, Hoben 
Louis Stevenson in the second) provide the Gothic frame that helped co create the envelop· 
ing visual atmosphere required fo r this type o f sto ries. Furthermore, both films have scien
tiscs obsessed by the study o f life and death as the driving force behind the plot. It is 
no t strange in the slightest that the corpse should come forth co meet them. 

We must clear up this question : this is no longer a matter o f deaths, but o f what 
follows on from these, that is, the world o f dissection , o f dismembering, o f the to rn up 
body. le is clear that bo th films arc found on different registers: Frankenstein talks to 
us o f an electrical apo theosis, of a metaphor about the Promethean c reation o f life that 
seems to bury the d iscour e o f the dead body that we talked about. ·cvenheless, it is 
enough to look at the film closely, setting aside current cl iches, to be blinded by its material 
evidence. Tbe Body Snatcber comes for ward under a much m ore asphyxiating and raw 
face: here science has no thing to do with alchemy or electr icity, there is no Gothic ecstasy. 
It is instead the most straightforward expressio n of the wo rld o f medic ine and i ts en
cyclopedia, the corpse.•• 

Fronlcenstein: parts of a body 

Frankenstein has repeatedly been interpreted as the empire o f the metaphor o f the 
creation of li fe, imitating God. But this criteria has stood in the way of the brutally t<ingi· 
ble perception of ano ther discourse c irculating through the story : that of the dead body. 
Effectively, the enveloping Gothic atmosphere, the contrasting lighting, the isolated tower 
in which the birth takes place, the breaking o f the st0rm, are al l unambiguous signs that 
will soon be enshrined in history as stereotypes o f romantic fantasy. However, such traits 
do not manage to completely hide ano ther mo t if that flowers with surprising rawness 
during the first part o f the film in a disquieting way, which would be almost unbearable 
if it had no t been transcended by the Promethean allegor y. We shall read the start o f 
this legendary film in its materiality : a travelling sho t moves on from several persons who 
are looking at a place o ff screen beyond the lower edge o f the frame. Just a little further 
on from said edge there is a corpse, still warm and about to be buried. Just a few sho ts 
farther on there is ano ther body, the inert corpse o f a hanged man, with a broken neck , 
now within the fram e and with no beating about the bush . But above all one should 
retain the long and euphoric ceremony of the craftsman composition through d issection 
o f the new being, o r better said , o f the new body (even before life is b reathed into i t) . 

We shall not deny that the electric sensationalism of the romantic sk y o r the fai led 
magic o f this surgical operation , hal f-way between science and alchemy makes the perccp· 
tion o f the corpse in its material state somewhat difficult . And it is no netheless true that 
the direction o f the stor y early o n toward the dialectic between life and death, from the 
monstrous to the human, seems to cover the presence, wi th a veil the presence, o therwise 
quite evident, o f a dead body that displays with no shame whatsoever the cuts, the scars 



and the remains that give away his fragmentary past." A body that is, when all is said 
and done, a recomposed body, made by •bricolage• and bears on it, both printed and 
readable, the marks of its suture, of the sewing together of its pans. ow, this fragment 
of Frankenstein , that is indeed in no way marginal, puts its imprint onto the rest of the 
film: a corpse is on the rampage and the traces of its birth arc, though transcended, 
no netheless visible. 

If there can be any doubt in this respect, it would be worth the reader 's while to 
look at a scene from the sequel filmed by the same James Whale in 1935 , Tin Bride of 
Frankenstein in which the opposition between che cwo fact0rs involved here the corpse 
and the Promethean metaphor is shown with didactic mastery. The sinister Doctor 
Pretorious, undertaking a compulsive piece of research as to the secret of life, shows Henry 
Frankenstein the resul ts of his investigat io n, consisting o f a ser ies of m iniatures kept in 
glass jars that embody fairy talc characters (the king, the queen, the dancer). Something 
is lacking, the gloomy doctor points out hurriedly, tO make these results comparable with 
the achievements of Frankenstein : the size. But such a conclusion is only partly satisfying, 
since the ultimate difference has to be seen in the fact that these liLtlc creatures are neither 
men no r women in reality, that is, they arc not corpses and have not previously been 
corn up. To sum up, there is nothing in this discovery that goes back to the corpse and 
opcnl)' naunts its trace. Just the oppo ite happened with the creature that Frankenstein 
created . The laucr rightly replies that: • this is not science, it is black magic-. We could 
in this affirmation sidestep the moral and ethical disqualification of the rival , to put the 
accent on the blatantly material , corpornl state of his work, furthermore made wich broken 
pieces. Onl y in this sense does Frankcnstci n's work have the righ t tO be called science. 
To talk of the monster, and the film docs so in a recurrent way, is no more and no less 
than a way of avoid ing what Frankenstein li ves in: the corpsc.u 

The birth of medicine and its remains 

Based on a Victo rian ho rror st0ry by Robert Louis ceven on , " Tbe Body Snatcber" 
tells a st0ry that iakcs place at the lower edge o f medicine, namely its relationship with 
surgery, dissection and even forensic science. Here we are right in the middle of the dark 
field o f research and experimentation where scientific knowledge faces the corpse, chat 
is, the remains left by death. It is no simple coincidence if the fi lm is criticized for its 
lack o f poetry, as opposed to o ther works by Lewwn, such as I walked with a Zombie 
o r Tbe sc11e11tb victim.', We will quickly go over the st0ry, since we shall have LO be 
familiar with its ins and outs. In 1831 pro fessor Macfarlane (Henry Daniell) is the head 
o f a prestigious school o f future doct0rs in the cicy of Edinburgh . Among his disc iples 
is young Fettes (Russell Wade), with limited economic resources, who becomes his assis
tant , and fo r thi reason has access to the most terrible side o f medical research , the part 
that is undertaken among corpse (their dissection, obscure origin and pro fanation). Fet
tes is thus forced into exchange deals with Gray cabman (Boris Karlo ft) the lugubriou 
supplier o f corpses, whose relations with doccor Macfarlane go back to a remo te and 
highly suspect past. As the scory goes on, Fettes gees deeper into a drama o f co rpse pro
fanatio n and even of murder, at the same time as sinister echoes arc revealed in tiny doses 
as regards th<.: relationship with Mac Far l~tnc and that which the latter maintained with 
Gray and ano ther famous dOcLOr whose name appears in criminal records. In his desire 
to cure a poor handicapped girl , Georgina, Fcncs asks Gray for a body urgentl y in order 
co undertake a necessary experiment and unwillingly provokes a murder which, given 
the conditions, he canno t report. Georgina, after being operated on by Macfarlane, is 
seen to be incomprehensibly incapab le of walking, even though all her tendons and muscles 
are in the right places. OnJy at the end a double denouement w ill come about : :"\lacFarlane, 
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the prisoner of a past that makes him Gray's slave, murders the latter, but straight after
wards goes mad and falls co his death on a st0rmy night. On her side, Georgina, thanks 
to a •miracle•, will walk again. 

Two structuraJ facts should be born in mind: the first of these refers LO Macfarlane: 
the second to the itinerary undertaken by Fettes. In pite of it all, we w ill see chat both 
arc closely linked. With regard to the firs t of these, nothing in the doct0r reminds us 
o f the fanciful scientists obsessed by creating life who abounded in the thirties in Univer
sal cinema. The one here presented is, strictly speaking, a surgeon, a dissector and so 
much so that o ne can suspect that he only knows how tO deal with corpses, and is in
capable o f operating on and curing live people: •You can' t reconstruct a life in the same 
way as you stick fragments together • Gray sneers at h im. Still , there is no doubt chat 
the most fascinating part of The Body Snc1tcher is its arrn ngemenc in the form o f an in
itiato ry journey to the depths in w hich medical science is nurtured. Or rather, to the 
murky •inhuman• dealings in which pathological anat0my sticks its roots tO find its scien
tific foundation . Indeed, the story is arranged like a Bildtmgsroman in which, from the 
experience of horror, Fettes is given a lesson that can humanize his sordid contact wi th 
corpses and purge crime itself. Because a story is an experience chat is different from 
the scientific experience, since as a weft that assembles the imaginary and the symbolic, 
it gives cover and meaning ful shape to phenomena like crime, guilt, expiation: guided 
by its basic weapon o f movement -metonymy, it can bu ild a metaphor on this series 
o f events. This, and no o ther is the power of scorics and the reason for which knowledge 
and experience are transmitted through them. 

It is not by chance that Fectes, after h is descen t to the hell of these unbearable re
mains of medical knowlcgc, thus scmences his master : •He caught me the matkemat ics 
of anatomy, but he couldn' t teach me the poetry of medicine•. This is a beautiful and 
accurate description of what is at stake. On one side is the accuracy of an approach t0 
reality that desires co be exhaustive: its instrument is analytical decomposition and its 
object is the anat0my. To cc beyond what is visible, the practice becomes necessary in 
the dissection of corpses, with indifference to their human condition. " In reality, our 
scientific experience of the human body comes from the study of corpses and consc
qucntJy, death is found necessarily implied in our conception of the human body. Right 
at the o ther side, the worthiness o f medicine is affirmed for its poetry, chat is, spurred 
o n by the desire of those sti ll living and subject co, or rather, sustained by, the passion 
for life. It is here that the real quality of the t0rn body comes up with its name, pu1 at 
the serv ice o f curing and progress - co sum up, symbolized. It is sti ll necessary LO poin t 
out chat this lase passion which could in fairness be c:1llcd ethical is only born in a second 
stage, after the frightening experience of the dead body, or even better, in order LO recover 
this, co give it meaning. The wrinen words that end the film stare the following • It is 
by error that man is uplifted. It is through tragedy that he learns. All the roads of knowledge 
scan in darkness and end in light•: The journey made by Fettes is an accurate testimony 
o f this truth: a truth that is nothing more than one of the most obscure descems in search 
of reality undertaken by classical cinema, even when the rise to the surface is called to 
symbolize that journey, or more accu ratel y, to stand aside from it forever. Let us then 
follow this traumatic journey into horror through ils own steps and images, since the 
access route to the universe of the (uncanny) has its origin in the world o f the nightmare. 
Could this be by chance? 

The veil before the ineffable 

Fettes is appointed MacFarlane's assistant. Accompanied by his master. he enters the 
Anatomy classroom, located in a sombre basement full of diverse drawings of the human 



body and of its vital functions, used for illustrating the classe . Macfarlane starts 10 ex
plain 10 his student some delicate details that the lauer, in his medical •virginity• docs 
not yet know, and that deal with the basic cools of the trade, dead bodies, in a period 
in which the law prohibits their use in schools, as well as the practice of dissection . 

-•Do you know where we get the bodies for dissection? 
- From the municipal council. 
- That 's what the law stipulates ... • 
A primary essential truth is co be revealed to the young disciple, a path is to be pointed 

out as being the first stage of the journey. It is surprising that the montage opts for eliding 
this, or rather, putting in the place of this sordid truth a dry linkage that suppresses at 
the same time the sight o f the place where the corpses are h idden and the words prof
fered by the master abou t these. Let us look at this in detail. 

While MacFarlane speaks the words that we have just quoted, both characters go far
ther in behind a curtain that divides the basement into two pans. There arc a fcrm bars 
of music and the camera approaches the cu rtain without going beyond , thus leaving the 
protagonists ou t of sight (figu re 1). There is almost complete darkness that links on, by 
chromatic simi larity, to a dive onto the ground of the cemetery. It is pitch dark and now 
the sound track lets us hear the noise of horses' hooves. The camera srnrts to move up
wards until it stops by a little dog standing beside a grave (figure 2). '~ The noise can still 
be heard off the screen. Then there is a shot covered with shadows: in the background, 
the wall of the cemetery, 10 the left of the frame, che hinges of the gate squeak and one 
can make out the profile of a man with a spade on his shoulder (figure 3). The dog growls, 
off the screen, while1 the shadow leaves the field of view on che righc. On the ocher 
side Gray's dark body comes on . The dog barks; it is ouc of sight, and more concrecely, 
beneach che lower edge of the frame. Gray furiously lashes ouc in 1ha1 direccion and the 
barking ceases abrupcly. An angle shot onto the earth inco which the pick sinks. We should 
insisc on a fact we already know: this is noc any ordinary earth, but that of the cemetery, 
the earth that gives refuge 10 the corpses that arc now going to be dug up and profaned . 

As can be seen, the economy of this fragment is highly synthetic and works moscly 
by taking advantage of materials already introduced (the dog, che horses' hooves, the 
shadows that seem inseparable from Gray) in order tO make the meaning denser, that 
is, by fashioning the conno tations. But, furthermore, these meaningful elements are shown 
duplicated in thei r images (shadows and volumes) and their sounds, accentuating the asyn
chrony and playing with the contrasts. This traumatic way of getting inside such a sombre 
p lace as the cemetery canno t be by chance: the first scenario o f the fi lm , this is also 
the place where the corpse is still honoured by the ceremony of burial. Here there is 
a frontier whose c rossi ng appears more in accordance with the turbu lency of dream life 
than with the naturalization of the narrative st0ry. lt is perhaps for this reason that the 
existence of dividing lines (from the anatomy room to the secret sto rage room for the 
corpses, from the earth to what lies inside it. .. ) is accentuated, to systematically disregard 
what lies beyond said frontiers: the reality of the corpse. In chi uncanny ceremony of 
shadows and profanation access only seems to be possible through the most disturbed 
type of dream, the nightmare. 

Let us continue with our analysis. The last shot mentioned links on with an angle 
shot onto Fettes turning over worriedly in his bed (figure 5). Only now, and with retrospec
tive effect, can we affirm the nightmare-like narure of what preceded this. This straightfor
ward linking mechanism throws us into doubt , in spi te of it all. ls this a retroactive con
version of the shots that we have just seen, so dense in their image and sound, to the 
transcription of his nightmare? The atmosphere loaded with the excess of shadows seems 
to confirm this. But the ansncr is not so obvious. Is it, on the contrary, a parallel montage 
that makes those sombre images coincide with sudden bodily excitement? It is difficult 
to answer, since the film decided no1 co make the nature of this link explicit. But if one 
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thing is absolutely clear, it is that the suspension of narrative time and space occurred 
just at the time when the unrepresentable appeared: it is up against this frontier, faced 
with the reality of the corpse that representation hesitates, pretending not to know if 
to offer one the unrecognizable statute of the real or to make this depend on those re
mains of reality that live in the dream world in the form of the nightmare. It is at this 
point that one hears the horses' hooves clauering off the screen as we had previously 
heard . Could this be an incomprehensible parallel with what came immediately before? 
Is it a statement of the impossibility of being absorbed by the narration? Is this a sinister 
convergence of the dream with what has just been seen? 

Perhaps here one could mention the analysis that Freud made of his dream known 
as the Kfnjection of Irma» in The Interpretation of Dreams. On this subject he indicated 
the exiscence of a knot irreducible to interpretation and co che cognizable to which he 
called the umbilical cord of tin dretm1. It would be Lacan who would convert this black, 
ineffable point of the dream into the real on studying in depch the same Freudian dream. 
Lacan distinguished becween 1wo parts in the Freudian dream: one that came out from 
the head of the jellyfish , in the terrifying revelation of something unnameable, located 
in the dream at the back of a throat , but that was nothing other than the abyss of the 
feminine organ from which all life comes, but also the image of death in which ever}' thing 
ends: •There is then the distressing appearance of an image that sums up what we can 
call the revelation of the real in its least penetrable aspect, of the is real with no possible 
mediation, of che uhimacely real , of the essential objecc that is no longer an object but 
racher something before which all words faller and all cacegories fail , the object of anguish 
par excellence•.'° This is the knot that the corpse occupies in Feues· dream: impenetrable 
and at the same time radical questioning of the judgment of the desire. the unbearable 
quality of this nightmare cannot come out except in the abandonment of sleep. 

Fettes thus awakes and gets up. There is a sho t of the whole room and link with 
Fettes' movement on getting up (figure 6). The hooves can still be heard, seemingly out
side. He goes 10wards the window. There is a further link in the movement of opening 
the window, now from the outside (figure 7). The sound of the hooves s10ps. There is 
on angle shoe of Gray's coach stopping outside MacFarl:ine's residence, where the assistant 
also lives (figure 8). 

The noise of the hooves has then suggested a very subtle parallel, but ac tl1e same 
time has carried our an ellipsis by omiuing the poinc at which the corpse was dug up. 
T here is something more imporiant cchoing hcrc: the conversion of the density of the 
first shoes of the sequence under the pattern of the nightmare, and noc only into the 
interio r discourse, but also to its disturb:111cc. The scaging here swings on a limit of what 
is representable (according to the symbolic understanding of classical cinema) embodied 
in the most material quality that horror can sustain: this is none other than the moment 
the disinterred corpse appears, the core, in reality of the operation. And it is this, in the 
end, that is elided. even when it has managed 10 mark the image and the sound with 
the power of its irradiation . It i:. therc for the s10ry, but not there for the eye. 

After two sho ts of Feltes, thcrc is a third one of the coach. now seen in a long shot 
(figure 9). Reverse-shot of the stairs of the basement. A new framing -Feltes goes down 
to the anatomy room (figure 10). Again, off screen, knocks at the door can be heard. 
The camera takes a panoramic shot to the left accompanying Fenes. It is then that we 
find an exemplary shot. We arc the complete darkness (figure I I), forced to consider as 
a careful parallel with the shot of the curtain analyzed above. In the same way as what 
happened there, a limit for the ga7e is underlined, beyond which there is something ir
represencablc. Now, however, instead of insisting on the opacity that led to the nightmare 
(a way of penetrating into the terrible truth), the scene opens up, although not to the 
real, but to its metonymy. Thc door opens Jikc a curtain from right to left to show a static 
figure waiting. It is Gray carrying a sack on his shoulder. Here we can see how the way 



in which the corpse is shown is used 10 the u tmost: no t o nl y is i t there but the darkness, 
(that has chromatic parallels wi th that of the cemeter y) discovers this, lightl y covered, 
veiled, but making its presence noted , already in the frame (figure 12). o, the meconymy 
chat we were speaking about is the dead body itself, but not at the time of its exhuming, 
and furthermore it is duly covered . In other words, from the narrative candpoint , what 
now calls us is a metonymy of profanation, but in its bodily materiality going beyond 
the decorous economy of any rhetorical figure. In this scenario the first meeting of Fettes 
with the fearful Gray occurs. It started with a dream-like assimilation , but unambiguously 
ends in wakefulness. Because Gray not onl y knows abouc death (knows?) but also about 
il leaves behind: the corpse. 

Bo th heave the corpse across the dark room, whils Gray continually refers to the 
body as a •specimen in good condit ion .. His insistence, his ironic coldness wrapped in 
a language with such a strong flavour o f the commerc ial transaction proves even more 
petrifying for Fettes. With the corpse spread out o nto the dissection cable a neutral tran
saction is carried out : the corpse for money (figure 13). Gray displays deep knowledge 
of his trade and of the key elements of the transaction (figu res 14, 15, 16 and 17). This 
is an ideal metaphor of the neutrality of the signs, and added to it is the slight particularity 
of death as a ubstrate of the economic agreement: once again , not an understandable 
death, but rather its remains. There can no longer be any doubt: Fettes· apprenticeship 
has started . For this reason, after concluding the business, Gray says: •And may this be 
the first o f many profitable meetings .. Scared stiff, but without uttering a word, Fettes 
watches the coachman leave the place. On ly then, a laugh is heard 0 111 of view. This is 
Macfarlane, who gives h is judgement on the lesson contained in th is experience, conver
ting it into the first link in a chain down into the hell o f medicine, a piece witkout which 
no lesson cou ld be transmitted: • Well , well, my boy, the first meeting with the redoub
table Gray. You can councheckt it in your medical career .. (figure 18) A medium shot 
presents Fettes' stupor, as he filters the impact of the scene (figure 19). Fade out into 
blackness. 

This is the first stage of an uncanny apprenticeship. The morning, Fettes will stumble 
onto the traces of what happened in his dream and onto the rheto rical figures chat emerg
ed from this: the grave actually p rofaned and the dead dog. 

The treatment of the horrifying 

As a result o f what happened, Fettes determines co give up his studies. The words 
with which Macfarlane responds contain a knowledge and a treatment of the horror that 
his disciple has experienced. In other words, Macfarlane displays - we noticed this before 
with regard to the meeting with Gray- a knowledge of enigmatic origin that he puts 
at his pupil's service in order to point out 10 him a path that will have to end with the 
separation of the disciple from the master, as fatally happens with all apprenticeships. 
But to give this teaching some credibility, Macfarlane has to shatter something o f his own, 
something that belongs co his past and to his wound, but which docs no t stop there, 
but rather configures the dark side of his p resent, the impossibility, if you will, o f his 
redemption. • I coo was an assistant once and I had to have dealings with people like Gray•. 
MacFarlane utters something chat commits himself, since the past that he evokes st i ll in 
such a sterilized way is - we will soon know it- the source o f his tragedy and explains 
his absolute dependence o n Gray, as well as the irreversible ruin of his world. But from 
a narrative point o f view, the repl y that Macfarlane gives is far more complex. 

This reply fulfils a role of narrative continuity through the repetition of the past. 
othing could be more logical : if we arc talking about teaching, MacFarlane's words aspire 

to Fettes' undertaking the ro le that was given 10 him beforehand. Something in the story 



therefore rends towards repet1t1on . But, we must remember, since it is of the greatest 
interest, that this is the repetition of a stor y we are not aware of, since it has not yet 
been rold tous. So the even ts that arc called upon to return are onl y alluded to and always 
in small doses. What does the p lot that links them together consist of? Firstly, this is 
a terrible story in a double sense: it does not seem to be able to be spoken of, and never
theless leaves indelible traces, to the poinr that ir still pursues rhe person who underwent 
it. Secondly, Macfarlane will appeal to this story as the source of truth, as the pattern 
for his wisdom , each time Fettes threatens tO give the profession up. In other words. 
a t ragic past becomes a unique guide for the sror y and furthermore transcends to a uni ver
sal condition, inseparable from medicine, from rhc struggle for life. ll is something like 
a secret plot, that guides the sto r y through the channel of repetitio ns and separations, 
and that leaves its milcsroncs strewn throughout the film we are watching, not in a linear 
way, but through its slow but inexorable emergence. Macfarfane could nor conclude his 
explanation in any o ther way: •You 'll sec it as I do•. More than this. the st0ry Macfarlane 
lived thiough has saturated his p resent with a tragic value our of wh ich he cannot escape 
except through delirium: his link t0 Gray, the ignominious story thar joins him to his 
wife Meg (Edith Atwater) who pretends to be his housekeeper. 

ln any case, Fettes' apprenticeship does no t become a repetition of histor y, since rhe 
young man does not depend only on MacFarlane's teaching. So that the past be not repeated, 
amb that the sto r y be possess that free will from which all c redible events seem to come, 
Fettes has to hear, listen to and learn from orher sources. Firstly, Fettes is the central cause 
o f an infantile subplo t (like the o ne that joins him t0 Mrs. Marsh - Rita Corday- and 
to the gi rl Georgina- Sharyn Moffett). Secondly, he li ves alone with his knowledge of 
a criminal error that implies his guilt in rhe murder of a blind singer. Thirdl y he is im
p lored to by poor Meg, who warns him and begs him to flee. But fourthly and more 
than anything else, Fettes is also the obser ver of an unsustainable and tense dualism: that 
which shackles Gray and Macfarlane t0gether until death . I n the combination of these 
four elements is the mo tive that turns the sto ry away from the desired repetition envisag
ed by Macfarlane. Here lies the secret through which the story, instead of leading to the 
compulsive repetition of the past , (which would locate this in the realm of tragedy) can 
depart from this and hang onto the fortunate and saving expression pronounced by the 
protagonist, which thus redeems medicine itself. 

As in a mirror 

The central episode of the apprenticeship will swing between two characters who 
possess knowledge abour corpses. One o f them, Macfar lane, knows how to dissect these 
and teach the secrets o f the real , while the o ther 's knowledge reduces them to a transac
tion, without worrying about profanation. But, if we conceive them as p ieces in turn 
o f a broader plane of knowledge, there is simpl y a complemen tary aspect between these 
two characters, and this will be confirmed and displayed in the light of another move
ment, the one which relates the fal l of Fettes. We shall thus srop to look at a scene that 
brings the three characters together. 

One night, Fettes and Macfarlane head tO an inn in order to talk o f medical matters. 
Wh i le they get warm at the fire where an animal is being roasted, a voice is heard off 
screen: • lt's a good specimen, eh, Toddy. (figure 20). The emergence of the voice con 
vens the homely look of the inn and the succulent meal into yet another gatecrashing 
entrance by the corpse. And it is no t by chance that the figure in the reverse shot, that 
is of the complete inversion o f the space, underlines the presence of this character. Fettes, 
not knowing of any rela tionship between them bo th , becomes a surprised observer, con
fronted by what is happening. The montage of the scene is high ly eloquent, in so far 



as, start ing from a establishing sho t 1ha1 focuses 1he three characters siuing around the 
table, (figure 2 1) i l subtl y but also simply organizes a scheme based on the sho t/reverse 
shm, from which Fettes is excluded. (figures 22 and 23) \Xie know that 1he sho1/reverse
sho1 encloses a space by its reversing nature and makes the element!> 1ha1 arc not b rought 
into view in ei ther of them opaque. This happens with particularly good resul ts in this 
scene, in which the announcing close!> the scene on the exchange between Gray and Mac· 
Farlane. The forgett ing Fettes, who breaks imo the duality 1ha1 is kno11cd only sporadical
ly, which also underline surprise at what is said or even his mere opacity. Let us look 
at this succinctly. 

There is ;1 group sho t of the three characters a1 the table. Fcues (figure 24). Then 
there is :1 pattern of shot (Toddy) reverse-sho t (G ray) that is sc1 :1s 1he panern for 1he 
dialogue sequence in w hose word:. p:tsl and p resent are linked 1oge1her1

• until Fetters 
intervenes w introduce a new subjecl of conversation, an event from 1hc present and 
001 from the past (figure 25). This deals with the girl, Georgina, who suffers from paralysis: 
on her mother's behalf he asks MacFarlanc 10 carry out the operation. After this interven
tion there is the previous alternating of shot and reverse-shot , b~· means of which Gray 
intervene:. in the case. though he slips in references that only have meaning in relation 
to the mutual past of the characters. Again a shot of Fettes marks the effect caused in 
him by such highly enigmatic words as those he is hearing. The :.equence ends with the 
shot of Fe1tes fthering the events that h:1ve just occurred and above :ill, the enigmatic 
words th:tt were said. '" 

Guilt and expiation: the symbolic movement 

In spite of the depths he has gouen himself into, Fettes still keeps the hopeful d ream 
of a curauve medicine intact. whose sole and sublime end is that of curing the sick and 
bringing life, instead of merely dealing with death and corp e For thi reason, he acts 
on behalf of Georgina, wrenching from ~lacF:irlane the promise to operate on the girl 
right in the middle of rhe tense conversation with Gray 1hat we ha\'e just been looking 
at. Thi:. le:1ds to a tragic paradox that will constitute the fundament:il item of convict ion 
for Feltes. The undertaking of this operation requires an additional study of the spinal 
column. 'lb do this, a body is necessary. Here we find the two conditions that Feucs allud· 
cd to previously t ied togeth1.:r: the sordid dealings w ith death for thc purpose of rest0ring 
the poetry of medicine. Isn' t this what the film had been showing us up co now? For 
once (and just this once) Fettes takes the initiative and becomc:. a mediator between Gray 
and i\lacFarlane: he goes to the former to :tsk him for a corpse that will be of use for 
his ma~ter to prac tise on and disco\'er the kC) to sa,·ing Georgina . Thi<. then is rhe drama. 
We mu-.t retain the progression in Fette!>' behaviour: the first time he pene1raced into or
didncss through the discourse o f the nightmare and its met0nymies. The second time 
he had acce:.s to a past ftltering through the conversation of a game o f double . The third 
time. nally, he plays 1he main p:tn in the narr:itivc action and consequently will mrn out 
to be what unleashes death. Let us examine, though synthetically and somewhat elliptical· 
ly, the sequence in which Feucs' prot:tgonism takes place and the murder indirectly caus· 
cd by him. 

The night scene opens on an alley (figure 26). Off screen , a woman's voice is heard 
singing. the s:tme voice as has been heard :n points throughout the story.''' This is a blind 
beggar woman (Donna Lee). Feues appears and the camera pan., along with him until 
it come,, across 1he singer (figure 27). Feltes asks her where Gray 1he coachman lives 
and goe~ on to the background o f 1he field. The camera rcma1m be.,i tk the woman, who 
goe., on '>tngtng (figure 28). There h a long shot of the street through which Feues is 
making o ff Thi: song can still be heard , a1 the s:.11ne time as :.omc orchestral music. A 
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travelling sho t goes with Feues o n his nocturnal journey unti l he comes across the sign 
which indicates the Gray mansion . The sign is visible. In its movement, from the inside, 
the image offers us a shot that is loaded with connotations. In the foreground wails the 
cabman (which is already associated with the corpse); in the background, Feues crosses 
the threshold. (figure 29). There is a medium shot. (figure 30). The head of Gray'11 horse 
enters the field unexpectcdl~·. frightening the young man. A panoramic accompanying 
shot to the left. We arc omiuing some shots in order to get to the point. 

There is a new in-depth composition of the field in the foreground, Fcucs in the 
background, with the door open, showing Cray's room . We arc here before a son of 
inversion of the shot 1ha1 we mentio ned in the first sequence when che door of the 
c lassroom opened to sian the scene with the corpse. But here, a difference can be seen: 
in the visib le scene Fcncs is included. There is no th ing strange about this, since also 
from the narrative point of view, his implication in the plo t of the corpses has arisen. 
Then the conversation between the 1wo characters Lakes place, dealt with by sho1/rcvcrsc
shot, in which Feue asks for a body, urgently. To cul things shore we shall omit the descrip
tion and analy is. But we cannot fail to mention the end of this pare. Fettes leaves the 
rame and the voice of the singer in the street can once more be heard (it had been absent 
during the conversation between the young doctor and the coachman). This is like a call 
for Gray, who has just alluded co the difficulty of finding any more corpses at that par
ticular time. But is it also a means for the enunciation 10 force the continuation of the 
sequence. 

There is a new frame through a window of the Grny mansion that opens onto the 
outside. From the background, Gray draws ne;u and leans out. There is a shot arranged 
in a very complex depth of fie ld: in the foreground, the f igures of Fe1Ces going off and, 
10 the right, the singing beggar woman. (figure 31). The voice can be heard more clearly 
now. These two characters cross and disappear, each one from one edge of the frame. 
Then we return to the previous shot: a tra\'elling camera slides towards Cray's thoughtful 
face, as he insistently watches the place where the woman has disappeared and from which 
her song can still be heard. (figure 32). The window clo11es. Once more. before the critical 
point, a dark screen. A angle shot onto the cabman: in the foreground, the horse. cver-
1hclcss, now it is completely cobered in shadow, unlike when Fectes came across it. • Bad 
news my boy• says Gr~1y to the horse •we have 10 get out again•. 

There is a link with the outdoor shoi. A long shot. The singer mores into the darkness 
of the background, going under an archway. (figu re 33). I fer voice continues 10 sing the 
song. Then the horses' hooves start LO be heard. The woman d isappears into the fog, 
whilst Cray's coach follows her, also being absorbed imo the darkness. The field is left 
empty, though we still hear the song. (figure 34). Abruptly, the song is cut short. There 
is absolute silence, linked to Feucs taking notes :n his desk. Off screen, Cray's horses' 
hooves can once more be heard. What follows is a careful parallel with the sequence 
that we analyzed above. Fcucs, after examining the body, still warm, of the beggar woman 
(completely out of the view, to the lower part of the frame) is horror struck and after 
Cray's departure compulsively looks at this once more. 

We are set before the extreme point of the young doccor's experience: he was the 
cause of this crime and his medical poetry was not able LO prevent the sordid mathematics 
of anacomy. Once more, Macfarlane appears, is forced to ward off Fenes' distress, giving 
his approval Lo the siege that is hemming him in. The solution that he offers him LO obtain 
the corpse's silence, so that it is unidentifiable, i11 literally terrible: dissection. This is the 
way - medical or criminal- to get rid of the traces of the murder that has been commit· 
Led and avoid any responsibility of it. 



The infantile side of the poetic redemption of medicine 

In spi te of it all , this terrible death is not only a murder episode. It also has a tragically 
positive side (for this reason it is tragic): the possibility of saving Georgina. This is what 
Fettes literally has 10 transform: with the knowledge that he has assimilated he could only 
fall into pure repetition of the past, by becoming a new Macfarlane. Why doesn't this 
happen? For two reasons: because Fettes encounters the magic, symbolic master formula 
(the poetry of medicine, the mathematics o f anatomy, that connects what is ho rrifying 
with what is symbolic: because someone pays the price for him. In the story there has 
to be a grief and a loss. So that someone can conquer and be left clean , the sin must 
be paid for. It is at this point the MacFarlane's tragic fate intervenes: his fall into delirium 
and the saving-curing o f Georgina. 

But, are there no traces of the terrible side? There are, both fo r the spectato r and 
for Fettes, since the symbolic greainess of classical cinema will consist in this: that the 
horrifying uppears in o rder to be covered up. In other words, Fettes' sin has been purged 
by Macfarlane (who in fact took this up tO the level of teaching and turned it, through 
his weakness and tragedy inta a way of life) and redeemed by Georgina, who in her in
nocence knows nothing of this secret side of medicine. This can thus be read as the pro
nunciation of duality: the poetry of medicine, the mathematics of anatomy. identifying 
this with its two poles: Macfarlane, the master of dissection, prisoner of the mathematics 
of anatomy, and Georgina, unaware of all this. This is the glorious redeeming result of 
the poetry of medicine. But alone, in the middle o f it all, aware of medical duality, but 
redeemed and cleansed by what another has paid, Fettes can be a witness of transcended 
pain, of the symbolic conversion of the work of medicine, even when he is not unaware 
of its sordid origins. 

A beautiful metaphor consumes this redemption. Georgina dreamt of a white charger, 
so that whenever she heard the hooves rattling over the road she thought she was in 
presence of this magic appari tion. But as we know, she wasn' t , that the hooves are those 
of the sinister Gray. At the end of the film Georgina hears the sound of hooves and thinks 
once more that this is her dream horse. It is then that the miracle occurs: Georgina manages 
to get up and walk (before, even with anatomical correction , she was unable to do this). 
Concentrated in this beautiful metaphor we find Fettes' liberation , his apprenticeship, 
that is to say, his wound. 




